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For more on these and other stories, log 
on daily to autoserviceworld.com

Synthetic Oil Mythbusters 
Winner

The Synthetic Oil 
Mythbusters Quiz  

winner for March is 
Randy Visser of Fountain 

Tire in Pincher Creek, 
Alta. Visser will receive 

a Castrol Prize Pack 
from presenting sponsor 

Wakefield Canada.
Visser’s name was drawn 
from entries received in 
the March edition of the 
Synthetic Oil Mythbusters 

Quiz, which runs every 
month in Jobber News and 

SSGM Magazines. See 
page 20 for this  
month’s quiz. 

g     g     g

Wix Launches  
Online Media

The Wix Filters Media 
Centre, at  

www.wixfilters.com,  
features brief videos 
developed to inform 

technicians and  
counterpeople about the 
company’s new products 

and technologies.
Examples include a  

closer look at the Wix 
49184 air filter for 

Chevrolet Silverado and 
GMC Sierra with 6.6L 

Duramax diesel engines, 
and an explanation of 

the refinements to the lid 
design of the new 33818 
fuel filter for Ford trucks 

and vans with 7.3L  
diesel engines.
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over the 
counter

resenting vehicle manufacturers and dealers. 
Both the Association of International 

Automobile Manufacturers of Canada (AIAMC) 
and the Canadian Automobile Dealers 
Association (CADA) submitted letters to all MPs 
and are lobbying in opposition to the bill.

However, the AIA circulated a letter to all 
MPs countering the arguments made by both of 
these groups. The letter focused on several main 
points: consumers should have the fundamental 
right to choose where their vehicles are serviced; 
the dealer network in Canada does not have the 
service bay capacity to service the existing fleet; 
the aftermarket industry has tried unsuccessfully 
for three years to negotiate with the car com-
panies prior to the debate; and by having the 
right to purchase the right tools and software, 
independent garages and service centres will 
be able to continue repairing cars properly and 
professionally.

The Bill was first introduced as Bill C-425, 
an act to amend the Competition Act and 
the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, in 
1999. Following the parliamentary election in 
January, the private member’s bill was re-intro-
duced in the House of Commons as Bill C-273.

Right to Repair Bill Debated in 
House of Commons

The Right to Repair Bill, Bill C-273, reached a 
major milestone in March, with debate on the 
bill taking place in the House of Commons. A 
second debate is also expected with a possible 
vote occurring in May.

According to the debate transcripts, there is 
strong support from the PQ, Liberal, and NDP 
parties to move the bill to a parliamentary sub-
committee. This would occur only if the bill 
passes a parliamentary vote.

“We need to keep up the pressure,” says Scott 
Smith, director of government and industry rela-
tions. “The second hour of debate and a vote on 
the bill will not take place until mid-May. After 
reviewing responses by MPs to industry letters 
and speeches in the House of Commons, there 
appears to be some clear patterns emerging 
based on party lines.” According to the debate, 
the Conservative party appears to take the posi-
tion of new car dealerships in opposing the bill, 
and has concerns about the wording of the bill.

Prior to the debate, a call for action in the form 
of a letter campaign resulted in all 308 members 
of Parliament receiving at least one of the 5,500 
letters sent from all parts of the industry.

The overwhelming amount of activity that 
occurred also caught the attention of bodies rep-
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trust, delivery and price. We strongly believe in offering
friction products manufactured to stringent standards. 
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Bestbuy Presents Honours

Bestbuy Distributors  

presented two key  

honours at its annual  

convention in Vancouver.

The distribution  

organization named 

Visteon its Supplier of the 

Year, and Rod Anderson 

of Peterborough 

Automotive was named 

the William Elton 

Outstanding Shareholder. 

Anderson has been a 

loyal supporter of the 

Distribution Centre  

and is a long-time  

member of the board  

of directors.
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Uni-Select Sales Up 32% in 2008
Uni-Select reports that acquisitions were the main driving force 
behind a 32% increase in sales and 13% increase in net earnings. 

The North American distribution network is reporting sales of 
$373,873,000 for the fourth quarter of 2008, an increase of 32.1% 
compared to sales of $283,111,000 in 2007. The increase in sales 
for the company is primarily due to various acquisitions completed 
in the past few quarters. 

Net earnings increased to $14,816,000 in the fourth quarter of 
2008 or $0.75 per share, compared to $13,080,000 or $0.66 per share 
last year, an increase of 13.3%. For the year ended December 31st, 
sales were $1,316,930,000, an increase of $148,641,000 or 12.7% over 
the same period last year. The consolidated operating margin has 
increased by $12,479,000 to 7% compared to 6.8% in 2007. 

Net earnings increased 12.4%, to $45,920,000 or $2.33 per 
share compared to net earnings of $40,841,000 or $2.07 per share 
in 2007. Excluding the impact of non-recurring costs related to 
store closures in lesser performing markets, net earnings for the 
year would have been $2.37 per share and $0.79 for the quarter. 

U.S. Study Reports 
Customers Pay More At Dealers

A new U.S. study shows vehicle repairs cost an average of 34% 
more at new car dealerships than at independent repair shops, 
resulting in US$11.7 billion in excess costs annually.

While the study, conducted by the Automotive Aftermarket 
Industry Association (AAIA), does not include Canadian service 
stations and garages, it does reveal dramatic differences in the 
costs of parts and labour between domestic and import vehicle 
nameplates and from city to city in the U.S. 

Consumers in Los Angeles, for example, pay as much as 46.8% 
more at dealerships than at independent repair shops for repairs. 

The cost to consumers of specific repairs also varies widely. 
For example, the average 
cost for radiator repair for 
a foreign-nameplate vehicle, 
including parts and labour, is 
US$325.99 higher at a dealer 
than at an independent shop; 
and the cost to purchase and 
install front brake pads on 
a foreign nameplate vehicle 
is US$138.92 more at a deal-
er than at an independent 
shop.

Highlights of the study 
include the observation that 
vehicle repairs for parts and 
labour averaged 34.3% more 
at new car dealers than at 
independent repair shops. 
Foreign nameplate repairs 
performed at dealers aver-
aged 36.8% more than at 
independent repair shops, 
while repairs performed on 
domestic nameplates aver-
aged 31.5% more at dealer-
ships than at independent 
repair shops. 

The total 2008 cost differ-
ence for consumers having 
repair work performed at car 
dealers rather than indepen-
dent repair shops for the 
10 jobs tracked equalled 
US$11.7 billion.

Continued on page 8
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The Automotive Group 
has announced several 
recent appointments. 
Marc Gadbois has 
been appointed pub-
lisher of Service Station 
& Garage Management 
and L’Automobile Pieces 
et Services magazines. 
Gadbois has been with 
the magazines for 10 
years, most recently 
serving as association publisher. Also, J.D. 
Ney has been appointed editor of Bodyshop 

Magazine. Ney previously 
served as assistant edi-
tor for Jobber News and 
Service Station & Garage 
Management. And David 
Halpert recently joined 
The Automotive Group 
as assistant editor for 
Jobber News and Service 
Station & Garage Management.

Jeff VandeSande has been appointed pres-
ident of Bestbuy Distributors. VandeSande 
will report to Bestbuy’s board of directors 
through the chairman of the board, Howie 
MacKenzie, and will be responsible for 
the day-to-day operation of the Canadian 
automotive after-
market distribu-
tion organization. 
VandeSande is a 
long-time member 
of the aftermar-
ket and was most 
recently general 
manager of the 
Ontario region 
for NAPA.

BASF has appointed Laurent Tainturier as 
president of BASF Canada. Tainturier is 
administratively responsible for all BASF 
business in Canada including crop protec-
tion, chemicals, plastics, and performance 
products, and plays a key role in continuing 
BASF’s commitment to responsible care and 
its initiatives. In 
addition, Tainturier 
manages BASF 
Canada’s internal 
business support 
groups, such as 
communications, 
legal, finance and 
logistics.

APPOINTMENTS

J.D.Ney

David Halpert

Jeff VandeSande

Continued from page 6

255 Regina Road, Woodbridge, ON, Canada
Toll FREE 1-888-730-8198 Tel: 905-856-4188  Fax: 905-856-5208 

or visit: www.canamotive.com

Few companies can boast the success
rate Canamotive has had over the past twenty five years. Whether it’s Canamotive
unloaded, or semi-loaded calipers, our commitment to your complete satisfaction has
become the talk of the industry. And with our 98% fill rate, ordering from Canamotive
ensures you get a high quality line of calipers on time, every time. Whether it’s North
American makes or imports, Canamotive stocks a huge inventory of caliper models
which allow for quick order to delivery times. Every time.

AFTER TWENTY FIVE YEARS
WE’RE STILL GOING STRONG.

Standing
the test of time.
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Vast Auto Names Spectra Premium  
Vendor of the Year 

Vast Auto Distribution has named Spectra Premium Industries 
its Vendor of the Year.

“On behalf of Spectra Premium we are honoured to 
accept this achievement, which could not have been attained 
without the hard work and dedication of all employees com-
mitted to providing excellent customer service on an every-
day basis,” says Jason Best, vice-president of aftermarket 
sales and marketing for Spectra Premium Industries.

Vast Auto Distribution is a member of the Aftermarket 
Auto Parts Alliance, with distribution centres and stores 
located throughout Ontario and Quebec.

Marc Gadbois

Laurent Tainturier
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B igger is better. It’s a common expression touted by both 
casual participants and hardcore aficionados when it 
comes to performance products and accessories: more 

torque, more horsepower, anything to give the engine that 
extra juice to make it go faster and drive smoother. Many 
people don’t just see these vehicles as heavily souped-up 
machines, but rather as a way of life. 

But go beyond this group of devotees and you’ll find that 
this niche market has had a less than stellar reputation in 
the past. Noisy, gas-guzzling, unnecessarily loud—these have 
been some of the words used to describe the performance 
side of the aftermarket. While advances in hybrid technology 
and vehicle design have led to greater fuel efficiency and 
less pollution, a great deal more can be done with regards to 
performance products. As a nod to the increasing environ-
mental awareness of the driving enthusiast, last November 
the Specialty Equipment Market Association presented a 
“Making Green Cool Zone” exhibit that showcased perfor-
mance products from manufacturers and companies that had 
an environmental edge to them. 

Even so, many at SEMA were initially skeptical that they’d 
have enough participants to hold such a viewing at all.

“This is the first time we had the ‘Making Green Cool 
Zone’ at the show. A lot of our members—and we have 
7,500 of them—are involved as manufacturers and retailers 
of performance parts and green is becoming a very critical 
part of their future,” says John Waraniak, vice-president of 
vehicle technology and OEM relations at SEMA. “Whether it 
be biodiesel, electric, gasoline, hybrids, you name it, they’re 
involved in all of them. Just because something is deemed 
‘performance,’ it doesn’t mean you don’t have a choice in 
how it affects the environment.”

While trade shows are normally meant to highlight new prod-
ucts, a secondary driving force behind this particular showcase 
was to adjust a lot of people’s perception of what is out there on 
the market today in terms of green performance products. 

However, SEMA was wary of showcasing products that 
only claimed to be “green” without numbers to back up these 
claims. So it went the extra mile and offered dozens of com-
panies the opportunity to participate in the “Fuel Mileage 
Challenge,” where products exhibited at the “Making Green 
Cool Zone” were tested in equal conditions at the AAA test 
lab in Diamond Bar, Calif., where SEMA is headquartered. 

Four products in particular stood out above the rest, 
mainly for their fuel economy and lower emissions. They 
were SLP Performance’s cat-back exhaust and cold-air 

intake; Edge Products’ line of Evolution programmers; 
Gibson Exhaust Performance’s single-swept side three-inch 
cat-back exhaust; and STS Turbo’s turbo system and turbo-
charger kit.

SLP Performance was at one time a Tier-1 supplier for 
General Motors, producing over 50,000 vehicles exclusively 
for GM and bringing us such car classics as the Camaro SS, 
the Pontiac WS6, and the Pontiac Firehawk. SLP draws upon 
more than 20 years in the aftermarket from its extensive R&D 
department as well as its previous experience on the OE side 
of the business.

“We’re not just manufacturing cold-air induction systems, 
or just exhaust systems. We manufacture a complete package: 
a cold-air induction system, an exhaust system, a hand-held 
reprogrammer, a harmonic balancer, and a set of rocker arms. 
All of these components were designed to work well together, 
which makes up our total package,” says Kevin Woodruss, 
marketing manager for SLP Performance Parts, Inc.

When installed in a 2008 5.3L V8 Chevrolet Silverado 
and tested by SEMA, for instance, the Stage Two SLP 
PerformancePac (which includes a Blackwing cold-air induc-
tion system, a PowerFlo cat-back exhaust system, a 350/400 HP 
tailgate badge, and hand-held power programmer) increased 
fuel economy by 4.9%, without increasing emissions.

The programmer is a key component to the approach. 
“You’re taking the stock tune out and putting in ours 
before uploading it into the vehicle. This optimizes 
a number of things: air, fuel, [and] spark, and it 
makes all of the components communicate 
better with one another. You’re taking 
away the restrictions from the cold-
air intake and the exhaust system, 
and allowing it to breathe a 
little more air into the engine 
and less air when you’re 
exhausting it out. So all 
these things, including 
the programmer, are all 
working hand in hand 
with each other, and 
that’s where you’re 
going to gain a lit-
tle more on every-
thing.”

Continued on page 10

How to Make

Green Cool
A Look at Green Performance and Accessories 

By David Halpert
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The use of reprogramming technology, an approach that has 
commonly been seen to build horsepower at 
the expense of the environment, has proven 
a pivotal revelation for Edge Products, too. 

For four years now, its line of Evolution 
programmers for trucks and SUVs has been 
selling well. 

“One thing we discovered was that it was 
helping gain full economy on the vehicle,” 
says Jared Venz, marketing manager for Edge 
Products. “Using less fuel to get further dis-
tances is where we got the greener approach 
on that. Similarly, [vehicles using the Evolution 
programmers] stayed within the range of allow-
able CO2 emissions during the test SEMA per-
formed, which is also a plus.” 

The standalone flash programmer moni-
tors current engine parameters while sitting 
on a SUV’s or truck’s dash. It then retunes 
the powertrain control module (PCM) and 
changes the signal, the timing of the engine, 
and the fuel delivery, leading to increased 
fuel economy and more efficient vehicle 
operation overall. 

While traditional reprogrammers are typi-
cally hand-held devices used outside while a 
vehicle is stationary, the Evolution unit operates 
in real time while the truck/SUV is in motion, 
giving results against real world conditions. 

An engine is, of course, an elaborate air 
pump. Providing a more efficient way to get 
air into and out of an engine has long been 
known to offer benefits in performance. 

For 14 years, Gibson Performance Exhaust 
has been a significant player in this aspect of 
the performance market. At last year’s show 
the company exhibited a single-swept side 
three-inch cat-back exhaust system on a Ford 
F-150 that showed a 2.6% improvement in fuel 
mileage. While this particular cat-back system 
showed an increase in fuel economy overall, 
this is not uncommon of the exhaust systems 
across Gibson Performance’s product line.

Continued from page 9
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“What really sets us apart is we don’t design our systems 
for wide open performance. Our systems are not designed to 
flow as much as possible but to flow as efficiently as possible,” 
says Shawn Gibson, vice-president of Gibson Performance. 
“We find the optimum amount of flow to increase fuel econ-
omy while maintaining a good power curve down at a lower 
RPM range. All of our systems are built the same way and all 
of our systems could be considered ‘green.’

For years, the Toyota Prius has been held up as the standard for 

environmentally conscious vehicles. The last thing you’d expect it to 

be used for is something like racing. Well, you’d be wrong. The Prius GT 

concept car created by Toyota is meant to be a comparable match for hot 

rods that typically race the circuit.

With an Echo 1.5 litre four-banger engine, the Prius GT gains 22 

horsepower and Toyota also boosted the electric motor’s performance 

by bumping the high-voltage power components from 500 to 550 volts. 

Other changes for this concept include a retuned suspension with sportier 

shocks, springs, and stabilizer bars, along with a gutted interior to pare 

down its weight.

With the additional power, and 400 fewer pounds to haul around, the 

Prius GT scoots to 100 km/h in about 8.5 seconds.

According to Toyota’s website, the current 2010 model Prius includes a 

1.8 litre gasoline engine (previously 1.5 litres) that generates 98 hp, and 

with the added power of the electric motor, total horsepower is boosted 

to134 hp (previously 110). The larger engine’s displacement allows for 

increased torque, reducing engine speed (RPM), which helps improve 

fuel economy at highway speeds. With an electric water pump, the 1.8 litre 

Prius engine is the first Toyota engine that requires no belts, which further 

improves fuel economy.

Can we expect production of this vehicle by Toyota? Unlikely, but don’t 

dismiss the idea of a performance Prius so quickly. With technology always 

improving upon itself, Toyota may surprise us yet in the near future.

The Prius GT
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“We’re able to increase the performance of a vehicle, and 
increase the fuel economy of the vehicle, without affecting the 
emissions whatsoever,” continues Gibson. “So you can add this 
to your vehicle and not affect emissions.”

For six years now STS Turbo, Inc. has been offering a 
complete line of bolt-on turbocharg-
er systems for GM, Ford, Chrysler, 
Toyota, and Nissan vehicles. At last 
year’s SEMA event the company 
released new turbocharger systems 
for 2008+ Chevrolet C6 Corvettes, 
Cadillac CTS-V and 2005+ Chrysler 
Hemi Cars.

“Turbochargers have always been 
known for their efficiency and abil-
ity to increase fuel economy, while 
giving huge gains in horsepower 
and torque,” says Rick Squires, vice-
president of research and develop-
ment for STS Turbo, Inc. “However, 
turbochargers have also been tradi-
tionally very tough on emissions, because so much of the heat 
from the exhaust is dissipated into the engine bay out of the 
turbine housing rather than staying in the exhaust to heat the 
catalyst.”  

When tested, not only was STS’s turbo system the winner 
in the F-150 products category, it was also the overall winner 
among the “Making Green Cool Zone” products tested. It 
showed an improvement of 4.6% in fuel mileage during the 
US06 “Aggressive Driving Test,” as well as lowering hydrocar-

bon emissions by 75%, while also improving the 0-100 kph 
acceleration rate by some three seconds.

“STS revolutionized the turbocharger industry over six 
years ago when they received patents for Remote-Mounting 
turbochargers,” continues Squires. “This concept was not 

accepted by the mainstream for sev-
eral years, but has become increas-
ingly popular because of its com-
bination of providing some of the 
highest horsepower per pound of 
boost numbers in the industry, with 
typical fuel mileage increases of 10-
20% and dramatic reductions of 
about 75% in harmful emissions 
during normal driving. The remote 
mounting also enables the system to 
be installed in much less time than 
conventional systems and leaves 
the vehicle’s stock components and 
emission systems intact.”

Can we expect to see more performance products follow-
ing this green trend in the future? It’s difficult to say. While 
consumer awareness is increasing, and by virtue of the fact 
that these products are already on the market, it’s likely com-
panies will continuously strive to make their products more 
efficient. As a result, even those performance enthusiasts who 
only focus on performance will still get the benefits of this 
“greening,” as will the rest of us.
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Canada’s Source for Stopping Power
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ELF BRAKE FLUID
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D espite the admittedly challenged 
economy, attendance at the annual 
Mobile Air Conditioning Worldwide 

Convention and Trade Show in February was 
virtually identical to what it was in 2007.

Held at the Hilton Anatole in Dallas, Tex., 
considered the capital of the mobile air con-
ditioning business, the event welcomed some 
1,600 attendees who were treated to an excel-
lent assortment of technical and business 
presentations, a few inspirational words, and 
more than a little pure entertainment. 

“Our first data check shows the decline in 
attendance (about 150) to [have come] from 
the manufacturing side, with many of our 
companies sending fewer representatives to 
attend the show as their budgets tightened 
and travel was restricted,” explained Elvis 
L. Hoffpauir, MACS president and chief 
operating officer. “The attendance from our 
service members was consistent from prior years, with strong 
attendance in all of the many hours of training sessions. We 
even had 50 people stay for a late Saturday afternoon training 
session by John Anello on scan tool usage. So the hunger for 
knowledge remains strong.”

First-time attendee Christopher Reynolds, a technical edu-
cator from Southern Illinois University, said, “I would like to 
mention how enjoyable the MACS convention was to attend. 
This was my first time attending, and I was thrilled to meet so 
many technicians, educators, engineers, and other attendees 
that were enthused enough to attend such a conference.” 

The MACS trade show featured 115 exhibitors in 187 
booths. Karl Matis, an exhibitor from Hecat, said, “As a long-
time member and exhibitor, and given the current economic 
climate, it was fantastic to see the number and calibre of 
exhibitors and attendees.”

Kevin Burton, director of marketing and integrated busi-
ness development at Four Seasons, reviewed the show this 
way. “MACS is one of the few remaining organizations where 
you can see and be seen in a forum specializing in the mobile 
HVAC industry. This alone makes the experience and invest-
ment worthwhile.”  

Grace Davis, president of Omega Environmental 
Technologies, sells into many global markets and remarked 
on the show’s attendees, “To see so many friends and col-
leagues from 25 different countries, many of whom were 
Omega customers since the beginning, is very valuable to our 
business.”

While strong technical presentations made up the vast bulk 
of the conference, one notable exception was the luncheon 
keynote speech by noted industry writer Mitch Schneider, 
who spoke on the basics of business: lessons, he said, he had 
learned from his father. 

Aside from strong points on positioning, marketing, customer 
service, and knowing your competition, Schneider made the 

simple note that the road to success starts with a single decision: 
to act. 

“By approaching every aspect of your business proactively, 
you are in a position to act instead of react. By making deci-
sions, we have been able to tolerate adversity better.”

Taking action is the first, middle, and last step to success, 
he said.

“The keys to survival in the automotive industry are ulti-
mately the keys that will unlock the doors to success.”

The MACS Worldwide 30th Annual Convention and Trade Show is 
scheduled for January 19-21, 2010 at the Rio Hotel and Convention 
Center, Las Vegas, Nev. Visit MACS’ website at www.macsw.org.

COOL ECONOMY
AIR CONDITIONING EVENT HOT DESPITE

2009  A/C special  report

Despite economic conditions, shop attendance at the MACS event was on a par with 2008. 
This speaks volumes for the quality of sessions attendees experience year after year.

The MACS event wasn’t all serious business: Armadillo 
races helped lighten the mood at the casino night. Jerry 
Lemon (far right) of Hammond Air Conditioning, Ingersoll, 
Ont., picked the speediest critter in this matchup, winning 
one for the Great White North.
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W hen it comes to effecting a/c repairs, most profes-
sional shops would agree that diagnostics are at the 
top of the list. But diagnosing a problem with an 

automatic temperature control system, not just the refrigerant 
circuit, may lead to fewer post-repair letdowns.

“Most of the time we don’t think about the effect of air dis-
tribution on temperature,” says trainer Glenn Young. “Usually 
we look at everything in the refrigerant system first, and then 
we look at airflow. We should be thinking of airflow right up 
front. I really feel that your diagnostic challenge with ATC is 
not the refrigeration system; it is airflow control.”

Even experienced a/c techs understand how demoralizing 
it can be to execute a repair—diagnosed as a low-refrigerant 
problem, for example—only to have the car blow hot air 
despite a return of strong cooling system performance. 

Looking to airflow problems may be the solution.
Young’s Automatic Temperature Control Diagnostics pre-

sentation at the Mobile Air Conditioning Society Worldwide 
Convention earlier this year emphasized that controlling air-
flow is more complex than techs ever encountered with the 
old vacuum systems or cable-operated mechanical systems. 

The number of blend doors has expanded to provide an 
increasing number of options for passengers, from the dual 
zone to three- and four-zone systems, and the number of fail-
ure modes has expanded in kind.

A self-described “code junkie,” Young warns that because the 
HVAC system is not covered under the same federal regulations 

as those mandating emissions repair code standardization and 
component naming, there may or may not be codes set in a 
failure. In full knowledge of the trouble this can cause, he says, 
manufacturers often have a “symptoms list” or a “no-code list” 
that can help immensely with diagnostics.

“This is absolutely crucial to use when we don’t have a 
code.”

Young says that among the biggest challenges are the 
sophisticated five-wire actuator systems with logic found on 
Controller Area Network (CAN) vehicles.

“A lot of systems are not only using voltage to operate the 
door; they are also using amperage to know what position that 
door is in. 

“The most advanced type of actuator has a logic module 
built directly into the actuator itself. The logic module has direct 
control over the door motor. The logic module in the actuator 
decodes the signal for the control head and positions the door. 

“Generally any problems detected will set a fault code, in 
memory. Any problems with the motor movement, or the 
inability of the circuit strategy to see what it is programmed to 
do, is going to cause problems.”

What can happen, he says, is that a mechanical failure—
stripped gears, for example—can cause a door to get stuck. 
The system will know that it’s not in the right position and 
try repeatedly to move it to the correct position, causing a 
knocking sound.

Continued on page 16

By Andrew Ross

Focus on Airflow in Automatic Temperature Control Systems
HOT AIR
SOMETIMES A/C DIAGNOSTICS IS ALL SOMETIMES A/C DIAGNOSTICS IS ALL 
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DURACOOL®

A/C Mobile Tune Up and Sealant Kit 
� Seals individual and 

multiple system leaks 
� Circulates in the air-

conditioning system 
to prevent future leaks 

� Contains OEM approved 
ultra-violet leak 
detection dye. 

� Contains no red dye 
� Improves the air-

conditioning systems 
efficiency and prolongs equipment life. 

� Assists in protecting the environment from 
damaging refrigerant emissions caused by system leaks 

� Permanently seals leaks in evaporators, condensers, “0” 
rings, gaskets and other non-moving parts 

� Reduces vent temperatures and compressor operating 
temperatures resulting in faster “pull down” times 

DURACOOL®

Mobile A/C
Solutions
That Work!
� Sealants
� Refrigerants
� A/C Solutions
� Parts & 
Accessories

DURACOOL®

A/C Oil Chill™

DURACOOL® A/C Oil Chill™

will reduce compressor noise,
reduce compressor operating
temperatures and improve heat
transfer in the evaporator and
condenser resulting in a
decreased vent temperature.
The result is colder air blowing
from the vents and less load on
the system. Compatible with all
mobile A/C lubricants and

refrigerants. One viscosity does it all. The use of
Duracool® A/C Oil Chill™ cannot void a manufacturer’s
warranty. Available only from DURACOOL®.

DURACOOL® A/C Oil Chill™ is Available in 
8 oz. Bottles, 34 oz. Bottles, 128 oz./gal.
Bottles & 4 oz. Cans 

DURACOOL® A/C
Solutions are the
proven economical
solution to mobile
air-conditioning
repairs.

� Duracool® DuraDry™ - Removes harmful 
system moisture-DC0009

� Duracool® A/C KwikDye™ - 
Pinpoints system leaks-DC0019

� Duracool® SystemSeal™ - Repairs single and 
multiple system leaks in evaporators, cond-
ensers, hoses, gaskets and “O” rings-DC0013

� Duracool® A/C Oil Chill™ - Replaces lost 
lubricant-DC0015

� Duracool® SealQuick™- Seals minor leaks in 
hoses, gaskets and “O” rings-DC0011

DURACOOL®

A/C Solutions

DURACOOL®

The Premium
Hydrocarbon Refrigerant

� Non-Toxic 

� Non-Corrosive 

� Non-Global Warming 

� Non-Ozone Depleting

� Cost Effective Solution

DURACOOL® Refrigerants are specifically designed as
direct replacements for Ozone Depleting  & Global
Warming CFCs, HFCs and HCFCs.
“Our Formula Never Changes”
“Feel The Difference That Quality Makes”

� Re-Charges mobile 
A/C Systems 

� Stops Leaks in Rubbers 
Hoses - "0" Rings & 
Gaskets 

KIT CONTAINS: 2 cans of
Duracool® Refrigerant, 1
can of Duracool
SealQuick™, Safety
Goggles, Charging Hose

with Low Side, Pressure Gauge and Brass Ends,
High and Low Side Adapter Fittings, Refrigerant
Oil Check Gauge and a Vent Test Thermometer.
Part # DC0010  

KIT CONTAINS: Duracool DuraDry™, Duracool
SystemSeal™, Duracool A/C Oil Chill™, Safety Goggles,
Charging Hose with Low Side, Pressure Gauge and Brass
Ends, High and Low Side Adapter Fittings, Refrigerant
Oil Check Gauge and a Vent Test Thermometer. 
Part # DC0024 

Genuine DURACOOL®

Parts and Accessories 

DURACOOL®

A/C Mobile Sealer 
& Re-Charge Kit

PROFESSIONAL
MOBILE AIR
CONDITIONING
RECHARGE KIT 
Part # DC0402

INCLUDES:
� High and Low side conversion adapters for 

older vehicles 
� Integral Low Side Pressure Gauge 
� Quality Brass R-134a Quick Disconnect 
� Quality Brass Can Tapper 
� Replaceable Individual Components 

Contact your 
local jobber or
warehouse
distributor for 
more information.
ONTARIO, QUEBEC, 

NEW BRUNSWICK, PEI,

NEWFOUNDLAND AND

LABRADOR

Deepfreeze Refrigerants Inc.
1-888-463-2665

MANITOBA,

SASKATCHEWAN,

ALBERTA,

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Cool Earth Refrigerants
1-877-225-1877

DURACOOL®

Refrigerants Inc.
www.duracool.com
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And then the world ahead, he says, is going to get more 
complicated.

There is a proliferation of sensors to monitor temperature 
and humidity, in multiple zones, and pressure switches that 
hold much more authority over system operation than in the 
old days. Seemingly unnecessary items such as windshield 
condensation sensors and, from Lexus, an exhaust gas sensor 
make things even more complicated.

“This is essentially a five-gas sensor. Now, I know how much 
a five-gas costs. I don’t know what this costs, but I know it 
can’t be cheap. When a car is in traffic and the car in front 
is a polluter, it shuts all the windows and changes everything 
to recirculate. Who is controlling the HVAC? It certainly isn’t 
the driver.”

Young says that as systems become more complex, taking a 
proper diagnostic approach is more important than ever.

It is useful, he adds, to remember that you don’t just have 
to diagnose the problem today; you might also have to diag-
nose the failed repair from yesterday.

As computer controls proliferate, a tech cannot assume 
that the last repair was performed properly, or that the com-
puter was programmed properly for the car in which it was 
installed (e.g., with or without sunload sensors).

“If you get a hard car to repair, you have to embark on 
some forensic diagnostics. A decision tree can tell you a lot, 
but it doesn’t say to check to see what the last idiot did before 
the car got to you.”

Information in this article was adapted from Glenn Young’s presen-
tation at the Mobile Air Conditioning Society Worldwide Convention. 
Young is a veteran trainer offering courses through a number of organi-
zations, including Carquest, which sponsored his MACS presentation. 
Young can be contacted at youngsauto2003@yahoo.com.

SUNLOAD SENSORS EXPLAINED
Sunlight entering a vehicle can account for up to 60% of 
the interior heat load that the system must overcome.

Sunload sensors monitor the intensity of sunlight and 
adjust the HVAC control to improve the comfort level of the 
driver and passengers on sunny days. Sunload sensors 
are usually located at the top of the dash and are often 
mounted on a removable plate, speaker grill, or defroster 
vent. There is often one on either side of the dash to 
accommodate differences in sunlight exposure.

Most sunload sensors are the photodiode type, which 
provides increased resistance as the light intensity increas-
es, so the signal from the sensor drops as the sun shines 
brighter. The operating 
range is between 0 and 
5 volts. As the sun load 
increases, the voltage 
decreases. The signal is 
sent to the unified meter 
and A/C amp, which pro-
vide instructions to the 
system to adjust blend 
doors and fan speed.

Bright sunlight conditions can result in the fan speed 
increasing, and blend doors opening to improve cooling. 

NOTE: Sunload sensors do not respond to fluorescent 
light, which is read as darkness. When the sunload sensor 
is checked indoors or in the shade, an open circuit might 
be indicated. Always check the sunload sensor at a place 
where sun shines directly on it.

Protecting our environment with HFC 134a

Forane 134a is a zero ozone depletion 
potential refrigerant with properties similar 
to R-12 and is used as a pure refrigerant in 
automotive air conditioning.

Arkema can help you and the environment … 
we are on the road to a better world.

Arkema Canada Inc. Fluorochemicals Group
1-800-567-5726

ForaneRefrigerants.com

THE BEST PRODUCT. THE BEST SUPPORT.
THAT'S THE FORANE® FORMULA.

On The Road
To A Better World
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When you stop and think about a car’s A/C 
system, it’s actually quite astounding. 
All it takes to receive cool air into 

passenger cabin is one simple push of a 
button. Air conditioners are also pretty reli-
able and it is rare for new vehicles to have 
problems with the A/C systems; and as the 
car ages, the system tends to work just fine, 
often for the lifetime of the vehicle.

Avoiding misdiagnosis
Because of their overall reliability, and the fact that 
a failed A/C system does not endanger vehicle’s normal 
operation, maintenance on the system is often not a part of 
a technician’s regular inspection/repair routine on a vehicle. 
Automotive air conditioner experts say this reality often has 
technicians falling into certain routines and habits when prob-
lems do arise, ones that can cause even an experienced techni-
cian to misdiagnose the situation.

For example, take this situation: A car comes into the shop 
and the owner says, “My air conditioning isn’t working.” Now, 
a technician might do a quick inspection and say “You need a 
compressor,” because the head pressure is either too high or is 
on the low side.

“But in fact, the problem in a lot of cases is the condenser 
fan,” says Warren Willingham, owner of A/C Source (www.
acsource.com), a supplier of A/C systems and related compo-
nents operating out of Phoenix, Arizona. “If that fan quits work-
ing, then the head pressure on the compressor in the system will 
go up. Until it blows, it starts to blow warmer air because the 
pressure’s too high. A lot of technicians don’t understand that it’s 
not a compressor.”

With over 35 years in the business, Willingham knows a 
thing or two about air conditioning systems, both on the sup-
ply side and the service side of the business, having operated a 
service centre of his own for more than a decade.

“The key to all of it is diagnosis,” he says. “The biggest prob-
lem is a lot of systems are diagnosed incorrectly. And it starts 
with gauges and knowing what to look for. A lot of people that 
work on vehicles start guessing because they don’t know how to 
use them properly. It all depends on the guy diagnosing it and 
getting [the diagnosis] right.”

He goes on to recall one such instance of a misdiagno-
sis that could have cost a customer an unnecessary outlay 
of money. Willingham had a friend who was visiting from 
Mexico and was experiencing problems with his car’s air 
conditioning. Taking it into a shop, he was given a $1,500 
estimate on what was first believed to be a faulty compressor. 
Offering to give it a look, Willingham soon discovered that a 
wire had detached from the compressor’s terminal inside the 
boot and out of view. It was this faulty connection that was 
causing the problems with the air conditioning, but which 

was mistakenly diagnosed as being a problem with 
the compressor itself.

We all know there is no one-design-fits-all 
A/C system across all vehicle makes and 
models. Each OEM is designed to their own 
specs. As a result, Willingham warns about 
the hidden details of A/C system that can 
lead to a misdiagnosis.

“The radiator and cooling fans are on 
the front,” he says. “Cars that have electric 

fans will have a radiator fan or a radiator fan and 
a condenser fan. Hondas are famous for having two 

fans where one’s hidden. Oftentimes, they’ll check to see the 
fan is working without having checked the one that’s hidden 
underneath.”

Also, keep in mind that in warmer weather the ambient tem-
perature inside a garage is usually cooler than it is outside the 
garage, which plays a factor when diagnosing A/C systems.

“On a hot day you have to account for different pressures 
underhood,” he adds. “The hotter it gets, the higher pressures 
will go because the gas is getting hot and it’s trying to release all 
this heat from inside the cab. You have to watch your gauges to 
account for how hot it is outside and what kind of load you have 
on it. If it’s 70 degrees your gauge will show 70 and if it’s 100 
degrees it’ll show higher. Refrigerant is also relative to the out-
side ambient temperature. So, again, it’s harder to diagnose.”

How to prevent comebacks
“What I’m finding with A/C components is they’re actually 
starting to last a lot longer,” says Steve Perusits, owner of Wally 
Clayson’s Master Mechanic Auto Service in Toronto, Ont. “You 
can actually see the technology change as the vehicles get 
newer and newer.”

Comebacks are an especially contentious issue with air con-
ditioners and their repair. While no customer enjoys returning 
to a garage for a repair that should have been done right the 
first time, there’s nothing more frustrating than not receiving 
cool air on a sweltering day once your car hits the asphalt. Some 
people who do a lot of highway driving in winter are surprised 
to find their air conditioners not functioning once spring rolls 
around.

“Usually your air conditioner should run up to snuff when 
you put it to bed in the fall. However, the air conditioning’s con-
denser is right out front behind the grille,” continues Perusits, 
“There’s no guarantee it’s going to work come next spring 
because it’s possible a stone could come up and hit the con-
denser [as a result of highway driving]. While everything else 
is more or less hidden, if you do puncture a hole in the con-
denser what it does is basically shuts down the system because 
they are switches incorporated in there to make the compressor 
shut down if it detects a problem.”

Continued on page 18

By David Halpert, Assistant Editor

UNDER PRESSURE WITH

A/C SYSTEMS
Taking a look at air conditioning systems as we head into spring
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Tips for Your Customers
Two traits that a customer looks for when choosing their service 

centre are honesty and quality of services provided. To that end 

Warren Willingham of the A/C Source offered these tips to give to 

your customers to make sure their air conditioning systems run 

properly without a need for more service.

1.  Don’t leave your vehicle idling with the A/C running longer than 

necessary. This runs up head pressure and can cause hoses 

to blow or compressors to lock up.  This will usually happen 

when the temperature is very high. Just use common sense 

and you’ll be fine.

2.  Always keep your unit in the max (re-circulate) mode when the 

temperature is high. 30 degrees is a good guideline. In the nor-

mal mode you are trying to cool down the hot air from outside. It 

is okay to put it on normal for the first minute or two because the 

outside air at that time is cooler than the air inside, but change it 

to max (re-circ) as soon as it feels a little cool. In max mode you 

are cooling the cool air from inside the vehicle and the system 

doesn’t have to work as hard.  Also, remember that the lower 

the fan speed, the colder the air from the vent.

3.  The human body feels the difference in coolness of the air 

when it changes approximately 2.5- to three-degrees. If your 

air conditioner has warmed up enough for you to notice it, it is 

a good practice to shut it off.  This has saved many compres-

sor replacements and a slight inconvenience that could save 

hundreds of dollars.

Difficulties with air conditioners are likely one of two things: 
either there’s insufficient cool air coming through the vents 
or there’s no air at all. If you’re working on an older car and 
its A/C system doesn’t seem to be working properly, here are 
some general troubleshooting tips the experts recommend to 
keep in mind.

The air-conditioning of a car is (with the exception of the 
serpentine belt) an enclosed system made up of six parts: the 
compressor, condenser, receiver-drier, thermostatic expansion 
valve, the evaporator, and, of course, the refrigerant. If one part 
fails or is sluggish, the A/C won’t work properly. It also means 
there are only a limited number of components to check if the 
problem persists.

If there’s no cool air felt from the air vents it means a com-
ponent is loose, broken, defective, or blown. A leaking compo-
nent in the A/C system or in one of the A/C lines, hoses, or 
seals can also result is no air flow.

Now an insufficient cool air flow is harder to pinpoint, but 
not. Unless there’s a low refrigerant charge, your lack of cool 
air is the result of a loose drive belt, slipping compressor clutch, 
clogged condenser or evaporator, a slow leak in the system or a 
partially clogged filter or expansion valve.

“Back when there was R12 all you had to check for were oil 
stains,” continues Perusits. “Now with the R134 you can’t see 
any of the leaks. All you can do is to listen for the compressor 
and while it may sound okay, it may be broken internally. So you 
would have to put some gauges onto the system to see what’s 
happening pressure-wise.”

When a problem surfaces, a lot of the time it’s never just 
one leak, or one component that’s the cause. Oftentimes there 
is more than one leak or one defective part that puts strain on 
the entire system.
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Torque Converter

The new TCI 1995-2007 Dodge Cummins low 
stall torque converter features an all-new inter-
nal design. The converter delivers increased 
torque and the new stator configuration low-
ers the stall speed and factory slippage for low-
er fuel consumption and improved mileage. 
The TCI Dodge Cummins Low Stall Torque 
Converter features a heavy-duty stator, furnace-
brazed fins, billet steel cover, and durable lock-
up clutch to create a bullet-proof converter that 
delivers a high ratio of torque multiplication.
TCI Automotive
(888) 776-9824
www.tciauto.com
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Synthetic Oil

CONTEST

Enter the Jobber News

Test your knowledge of
synthetic lubricants for a
chance to win a Castrol

Prize pack from
Wakefield Canada.

Presented by

Name:_________________________________Business:______________________________________

Address:_____________________________________________________________________________

Phone:_________________________________Email:_________________________________________

Enter today for your chance to win a Castrol prize pack from Wakefield Canada.

Once a car switches to synthetic oil, it has to continue using it.

Most cars can use synthetic motor oils, whether new or old.

Synthetic oils resist oxidation better than conventional oils.

Synthetic oils are only designed for high performance engines.

Synthetic oils are only of benefit in hot conditions and climates.

True or False

Piston Assembly Kit

The release of Mahle Motorsport’s Oldsmobile 
PowerPak piston assembly kit offers 4.155 and 
4.185 bore sizes for a 4.500 stroke. These drop-
in performance-built pistons give a 10.1 to 1 
compression ratio. Each PowerPak includes 
forged pistons, round wire locks, high quality 
steel wrist pins, and three low drag, racing rings 
(1/16”, 1/16”, 3/16”). Precision CNC finish 
machined pin bores for reduced piston to pin 
clearance, phosphate dry film lubricant and 
Mahle’s Grafal anti-friction coatings ensure 
consistent, durable performance. High quality 
steel pins (145 grams), radiused valve pockets 
and forced pin oiling come standard with the 
PowerPak.
Mahle Motorsport
(888) 255-1942
www.mahlemotorsports.com
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Hybrid Multimeter and Kit

Bosch has introduced the MMD 540H Hybrid 
Multimeter, a professional grade CAT III 1000V 
safety rated, auto ranging digital multimeter 
designed for use in the diagnostics of electronic 
circuits. This tool offers the technician maxi-
mum protection for high voltage applications as 
well as versatility for conventional applications. 
The Bosch MMD 540H kit includes MMD 540H 
Multimeter (CAT III, 1000 V rated), extra long, 
54” test leads (CAT III, 1000 V rated), inductive 
RPM Clamp (CAT III, 1000 V rated), additional 
fused diagnostic test leads (20A; for ATC and 
Mini fuses), K-Type Thermocouple for temper-
ature measurement, 9 volt battery, CD based 
tri-lingual users guide, and a zippered Bosch 
carrying case.
Robert Bosch LLC
(905) 826-3270
www.boschdiagnostics.com

Welding and Cutting Outfit

The Ameriflame HS-MDU Hot Stuff is a com-
plete 12-piece, ready-to-use welding and cut-
ting outfit for any medium-duty commercial 
or industrial project. Hot Stuff comes packed 
in its own plastic tool box and includes oxygen 
and fuel gas regulators with large, 2” dual scale 
gauges; a tube mix cutting attachment, capable 
of cutting up to 6” when used with the proper 
tip size (the included cutting tip will easily cut 

up to 1/2”); a welding torch handle, fitted with 
check valves, with a weld capacity up to 1-1/2” 
when used with the proper tip size (the includ-
ed weld/braze tip will weld up to 5/64” steel); 
a 12.5’ oxy/fuel twin hose set; flip-up #5 tint 
lens safety goggles; a flint lighter for safe torch 
ignition; a tip saver wire tip cleaner set with 
steel file; complete instructions, and a handy 
tool box tray.
Metro Uniweld Products, Inc. 
(800) 472-3129
www.uniweld.com

Xenon Lamps
Hella Inc. has just launched its Rallye 4000i 
series of Xenon-powered auxiliary lamps. The 
line includes all-new Rallye 4000i, Rallye 4000i 
Compact, and Rallye 4000Xi lamps. All of the 
lamps feature Free-Form reflector technol-
ogy, internal ballast, dramatic styling, improved 
mounting bracket, and 
powder-coated housing. 
Accessories for the entire 
Rallye 4000i series include 
stone shields, protective 
grilles, and a choice of 
Hella Color Shieldz Pro-
tective Laminates in clear, 
blue, or yellow. All Rallye 
4000i series auxiliary lamps 
are manufactured under 
Hella’s stringent quality 
standards. 
Hella Inc. 
(770) 631-7500
www.hella.com

Refrigerant Leak Detector

Tracer Products has unveiled the TP-9364 Pro-
Alert 2791, an electronic refrigerant leak detec-
tor that utilizes a state-of-the-art infrared sensor 
to accurately detect refrigerant leaks down to 
0.1oz/year (3 g/year). Its three-position sen-
sitivity switch minimizes false triggering and 
allows for easy diagnosis of small, medium, and 
large leaks. The unit is sensitive to R-12, R-134a 
and all other HFC refrigerants, and is certified 
to meet the new SAE J2791 standard for elec-
tronic refrigerant detectors. The unit can also 
be used with a 120 VAC power adapter and a 
12 VDC power adapter with cigarette lighter 
plug (included). All components are packed in 
a rugged plastic carrying case.
Tracer Products
(800) 641-1133
www.tracerline.com
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What’s new from Dayco in the belts and 
hoses market?

As Bill Hay, vice president of sales for Dayco Canada, 
reports:

“The auto industry has faced dramatic changes over the 
past several years, and the belt and hose market is no 
exception. Although business has been tougher recently, 
we in the belt and hose business have remained somewhat 
fortunate in that the bulk of our product categories are 
still stocked at most vehicle repair shops. Granted, the 
number technicians keeping stock of these items has 
somewhat decreased over time, but the fact remains that 
many shops are still stocking our products, recognizing 
the benefits of add-on cash flow and additional gross prof-
its. At Dayco, the most notable change recently is in our 
serpentine belt development, which has greatly evolved 
since the first automotive serpentine belts for the Ford 
Motor Company in the late 70s.

“Dayco’s years of experience building belts tells us 
that aftermarket serpentine belts need to be different, 
due to the simple fact that these belts are often installed 
on vehicles exceeding 120,000 kilometres. Many times, 
these belts need to contend with slight misalignments, 
worn components and various contaminants that original 
equipment belts never see.

“These days there is also much discussion coming 
from technicians regarding noisy belt drives. The fact is 
that many times the belt is just the symptom of a larger 
problem, but not the cause of the noise. There are count-
less technical OE bulletins on accessory drive issues 
such as misaligned power steering pulleys that cause 
annoying belt noise. Many times professional technicians 

and DIYers are quick to 
determine that the belt 
is the root cause of the 
noise. We have seen inci-
dents where as many as 
three belts are re-installed 
before the accessories are 
looked at. It’s critical that 
technicians inspect all 
accessories on drives with 
noise-related problems. 
There are many other 
causes of noise in the belt 
drive system such as low 
tension, high accessory 
load, backside deposits 
on the belts, worn pulleys 
and deteriorating belt 
tensioners.

“For all of the above 
challenges found in many 
specific aftermarket belt 

drives, Dayco felt a need for something innovative, so our 
engineers went to work. As a result, we are pleased to intro-
duce our new poly rib serpentine belt featuring noise resis-
tant aramid fibres, a ‘W’ profile rib that conforms to worn 
demanding drives, and EPDM compound for extended 
life. I must say, we at Dayco are extremely excited about 
our new ‘W’ profile S Belts, and we know technicians will 
appreciate their problem-solving capabilities!

“In summary, new cars sales in Canada are slumping, 
and that bodes well for our belts and hoses as consumers 
are choosing to keep their existing vehicles longer, which 
will require appropriate maintenance that includes our 
product category. This is very good news, for all levels of 
our distribution network!

“Dayco is a major supplier to virtually every automotive 
manufacturer in the world, which gives us the distinct 
advantage of being able to obtain instant field perfor-
mance studies on the original equipment parts. This 
enables us to readily identify improvements that will offer 
a better solution in the aftermarket!” 

Dayco Canada Corp.
7810 Keele Street
Unit C
Concord ON
L4K 0B7
T: 1 800 268 5216 
www.dayco.ca

ADVERTISEMENT
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It’s likely more than a few of 
your customers have consid-
ered ordering lesser quality 
parts for their brake jobs in 
the face of shrinking profits. 
What this means for the after-
market at large must be viewed 
in terms of customer needs 
as well as the current state of 
braking technology. 

Braking technology has 
improved immensely over the 
last decade. In recent years, 
ceramic friction formulation 
brake pads have been touted 
as the latest and greatest tech-

nology. Many suppliers claim they are quieter than other 
formulations, create less dust, and have better stopping 
power, but within the ceramic category (as well as other for-
mulations), there are options up and down the quality and 
price scale.  

The reality is though, regardless of the level of product 
being selected by your customer, when he has to deal with a 
comeback for whatever reason, often the blame falls on the 
shoulders of the jobber.

“It’s very difficult for me as an owner to tell my custom-
ers that I didn’t make the product,” says Eduardo Gabarro, 
owner of West End Auto Supply, a jobber store in Toronto, 
Ont. “I’m the one who buys it, so I take the responsibility 
by supplying the product. In today’s market everyone wants 
it as cheap as possible. And when you get the lesser-priced 
product you have problems.”

On the whole, suppliers and technicians are usually satis-
fied with the quality of parts delivered by manufacturers, and 
in overall terms comebacks are a rare occurrence (less than 
1% of a manufacturer’s output).

However, while a brake job is only as good as the techni-
cian doing the repair, to what extent does the responsibility 
fall on the jobber when a comeback does occur, and ulti-
mately, how can that number be reduced?

The reality is brake jobs represent a significant portion 
of the aftermarket. In a survey conducted of 2,500 light 
vehicle owners, nearly a third (31.8%) of respondents had 
their brakes repaired in the year 2006, according to an 
AIA Outlook Study conducted by DesRosiers Automotive 
Consultants Inc. Of those maintenance repairs, 73% of the 
work was performed at a professional service outlet. It’s also 
interesting to note that independent repair shops dominated 
the DIFM market for brake service with 51.1%, while new car 
dealers accounted for most of the remaining share (31.9%).

“The product experience delivered to the consumer cor-
relates to the quality of the product that they purchase,” says 
Ian Braunstein of Satisfied Brake Products Inc. “There’s a 
direct cross-reference between cost and quality; the lesser the 
quality, the more likely a comeback is going to occur. The low-
cost brake pad is a short-term solution to what will eventually 
cost you money.”

So there is much to consider in the face of economic pres-
sures, an expanding world of low-cost brake friction, and the 
upward trend in downward pricing. While many can expect 
to see an increase in the number of economy brake pads 
being offered in jobber stores, the real question you should 

Continued on page 26
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HIGH QUALITY
LOW RETURNS
Brake Parts Strategies That Work

By David Halpert
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be asking is what you can do to influence your customers’ 
purchasing decisions at the counter.

What Can You Do?

Sometimes the old expression “You get what you pay for” is 
truer than you think. 

Most technicians know what they’re getting when they 
purchase and install a low-quality brake pad: a quick-fix solu-
tion with a limited warranty (usually anywhere from 60 to 120 
days). However, nothing frustrates a car owner more than 
having to come back to a garage for a repeat brake job that 
should have been correct the first time.

And it’s no fun for anyone else in the system, either.
“[Returns] affect the whole cycle of distribution,” con-

tinues Braunstein. “It affects the consumer and his time. It 
affects the [technician] and his time. It affects the profitabil-
ity of the installation chain. And it affects the time allocated 
at the jobber counter. There’s a whole paper trail that works 
from the street back up to the manufacturer. Everybody who 
touches that pad…is paying more.”

It’s also worth noting that an estimated 400 to 500 deal-
erships are set to close in Canada over the next five years 
(according to DesRosiers), and aftermarket sales are expect-
ed to go up as a result.

“We’re seeing a movement especially in the last few 
months, probably because of [dealership closures]. We’re 
actually seeing a demand for quality parts, which has in turn 

Continued from page 24

increased our sales in Canada,” says Ramzi Yako, president of 
Promax Automotive Parts Depot Ltd. “Jobbers in turn are also 
getting a lot more calls from local mechanics, since dealer-
ships either can’t do the service, don’t have the inventory, or 
are closing down.”

So what can the jobber do to avoid comebacks and ensure 
higher premium product sales?
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Comebacks are often 

viewed as unavoidable, 

but that’s not the same 

as saying you can’t do 

things to reduce their 

frequency. Here are five 

tips that should help you 

do just that:

1   Communicate to everyone that brakes are a 

safety issue—and that’s the number-one reason 

people want to have a comfort level when they 

step on the brake pedal. They expect the vehicle 

to stop. 

2   Train your customers, and have the point-of-pur-

chase information on hand, in order to educate 

your customers on the benefits of using a pre-

mium line. These are very important, particularly 

if you suspect a technician isn’t doing a thorough 

enough brake job. 

3   Explain the differences premium parts offer with 

regard to warranty, liability issues, features, ben-

efits, and improved life. 

4   Explain that premium formulations can make up 

for some of the shortcomings of an aging brake 

system.

5   Talk about the often small price difference that 

quality parts command. Consumers are willing to 

pay if the item in question is in the best interest 

of the driver and passengers. The information you 

tell your customers eventually reaches down to 

consumers, who make the ultimate decision as to 

which pad to place on their vehicle.

cover  story

Continued on page 28

Five Ways to Reduce  
Brake Pad Comebacks
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“Understand that it’s a safety-related item, and that’s the 
number-one reason people want to have a comfort level 
when they step on the brake pedal. They expect the vehicle 
to stop,” says Charles Pariano, manager of North American 
aftermarket brake sales, Aisin World Corp. of America. “If 
[the technician’s] customers say, ‘Well that’s more than I want 
to spend,’ then explain to your technicians what the different 
features and benefits are: low noise, low dust, better stopping 
power. I think it’s the industry’s requirement to offer, when it 
comes to safety-related products, the best-quality option they 
carry in their location.”

“Training is the key to selling any product whether it is 
brakes or wiper blades. If you don’t understand the prod-
ucts, it’s use or installation requirements the only thing you 
have to sell is price,” says Brian Fleming, director of market-
ing for Affinia Canada, “Make sure you have trained staff. 
And choose suppliers that can not only supply that training 
but can also supply the materials to help you utilize that 
training in an effective way.”

“The easiest thing to blame is the brake pad, because no 
matter what you try to tell the mechanic they still believe their 
way is the right way,” continues Yako. “Most jobbers honour 
the warranty and recommend the right training or the proper 
tool. But most mechanics can’t afford the $200-300 tool to do 
one particular brake job. You don’t want to lose a customer by 
telling them they are not a good technician.” 

Don’t try to badger your customer into purchasing a “better” 
line, he suggests. Instead, explain the differences with regard to 

warranty, liability issues, features, benefits, and improved brake 
pad life. 

Thankfully, one thing that hasn’t changed in the industry 
is the consumer’s willingness to pay up for a premium brake 
pad. 

Many are comfortable paying an extra $20 to $25 if the 
item in question is in the best interest of the driver and pas-
sengers. The information you tell your customers eventually 
reaches down to the consumer, who makes the ultimate deci-
sion as to which pad to place on his vehicle.

Pariano is wary of using the term “upsell” to describe the 
urge for jobbers to promote premium lines to their custom-
ers. He advises them instead to look at it from a different 
angle.

“You start with the entire package, then explain how impor-
tant it is to the customer and help him make a decision as to 
what you might be able to replace on that given brake job. 
There’s no upsell. You start at the top and let the customer 
decide how his pocketbook will adjust.”

If this doesn’t help, ask yourself the following questions: 
Where is the value in the direction I’m leading my business? 
How do I approach the aftermarket? What are my responsi-
bilities? And how do I approach my customers’ needs? 

Communicate effectively and over time you will see a 
decrease in the number of comebacks and an increase in sales 
of your better lines.
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secondary ignition circuit windings. The second-
ary circuit windings can range anywhere between 
15,000 and 30,000 turns of copper wire. The steel 
plates that the wires are wound around are lami-
nated, which insulates the circuit voltage from 
jumping or shorting out while reducing eddy cur-
rents. The wire is also enamel coated, which stops 
turn-to-turn shorts. There may be additional 
insulation such as moulded plastic used as well. 
The secondary ignition windings are seated inside 
the windings of the primary circuit. To aid in the 
buildup of magnetic fields within the circuit, a soft 
iron core is used.

The ignition coil is a component of the igni-
tion system, where there are very little tolerances 
for manufacturer error. If any of the windings, the 
plastic protection, the soft iron core, or the cool-
ing agent fails, extreme engine drivability prob-
lems may be the result. A customer can complain 
about many things such as misfiring, difficulty in 
starting, or rough running under all conditions.

Manufacturers have made many improvements 
to the ignition coils, both in performance and 
design. Noise abatement material has been added 
between laminations to reduce audible coil noise. 
The use of composite iron coils can provide pro-
grammable energy control. Lower primary induc-
tance provides faster performance of the coil. 
Direct connection to the spark plug with a coil 
for each cylinder allows for improved dwell accu-

racy, which reduces module and coil temperatures—improving 
high-speed performance, enabling better heat dissipation, and 
allowing for greater reliability.

Coil designs and styles have changed as well. We are all 
familiar with waste spark coil packs; manufacturers have worked 
to reduce the size of these by up to 40% over older designs. 
The coil packs have been used in semi-direct mount ignition 
systems, which have been updated further to a variety of con-
figurations such as coil-near plugs, plug-top coils, or coil-on-
plug and pencil coils.

Further developments in coil design include ion sense 
ignition systems and multi-charge ignition systems. Ion sense 
ignitions feature direct in-cylinder measurement of combustion 
quality. This system uses conventional spark plugs as in-cylin-
der combustion quality sensors. This system offers more precise 
knock and misfire detection—determined by combustion out-
come rather than crankshaft speed measurements.

Multi-charge coils are designed for engines with highly dilut-
ed fuel mixtures such as a stratified direct injection application. 
They allow for longer spark duration, more energy, and re-igni-
tion in the event that combustion is extinguished when liquid is 
present, which can compensate for fuel spray variation.

Ignition control, whether ignition module or ECM-con-
trolled, can come in two distinct designs where the operation 
is concerned: Inductive Discharge Ignition (IDI) or Capacitive 
Discharge Ignition (CDI).

As the number of electrical components in today’s vehicles 
increases, there is a growing need not only to understand 

their function and operational characteristics, but also how they 
are assembled.

In many cases the technician can improve his understanding 
of a particular system not just by following the manufacturer’s 
service information, but by learning how the system operates 
from within and what comprises each individual component.

The ignition system’s primary purpose is to supply the spark 
to the engine for proper ignition of the air/fuel mixture in the 
combustion chamber. Today’s cars use an engine control mod-
ule (ECM) to control ignition systems that use such designs as 
coil-on-plug to distribute the power to each individual cylinder. 
(On some vehicles, a distributor cap and rotor may still be 
used.) Both types of systems must do the same job: provide the 
power at the right cylinder at the precise time. The slightest 
error in timing will cause a rough-running engine.

In order for the spark to occur, the voltage to the spark plug 
must average between 20,000 and 50,000 volts. In some cases, 
the voltage can be even higher.

For the ignition system to operate, it must be capable of 
doing two jobs at the same time. The main job is to increase 
the voltage from the 12.4 volts provided by the battery to the 
more than 20,000 volts needed to ignite the air/fuel charge. 
The second job is to ensure that the voltage is delivered to the 
right cylinder at the right time.

The ignition coil is the source of the power, and acts as a 
power transformer. The coil housing holds the primary and 
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In the CDI modules, energy for the spark is stored 
in a capacitor situated within the module. The energy 
is sent to the appropriate ignition tower for the spark 
plug at any time during the ignition cycle—as deter-
mined by the engine control module. In doing this, 
the control module can adjust the engine’s timing 
automatically as driving conditions change.

To prevent the stored energy from causing damage 
to the internal components of the ignition module, 
manufacturers now use many features to improve the 
reliability and longevity of their parts. The usage of 
copper heat sinks to aid in the dispersion of the heat 
created by the high electrical current helps improve 
the module’s ability to operate under adverse temper-
ature conditions. The lead connections at all points 
within the module are now electronically welded; this 
dramatically improves the contact points at the con-
nections and increases the module’s reliability where 
circuit integrity is a factor.

The CDI module’s internal capacitor is charged via the 
engine’s charging system. At the precise moment that the air/fuel 
charge is to be ignited, the engine control module sends a signal 
to the ignition module to stop charging the capacitor and release 
the current—sending it to the appropriate cylinder for an ignition 
event. For the current to be strong enough to ignite the air/fuel 
charge, the voltages in these systems can be as high as 40,000 
volts (depending on the make of the vehicle). The ignition mod-
ule must use a transformer located within its housing. The 12.4 
volt signal is first raised to around 400-600 volts. 

The increased voltage is then sent to the capacitor for 
charging and storage. The charging portion of the ignition 

module contains its own rectifier; this is used to eliminate any 
accidental release of energy to the ignition circuit. 

When the engine control module sends the signal for an 
ignition event to occur, the capacitor will release the fully stored 
amount of voltage very quickly. The current first goes to a 
low-inductance ignition coil within the ignition module, where 
the current is ramped up to the 40,000 volts that is required to 
adequately fire the spark plugs.

As we see more and more “smart” ignition systems, knowing 
your parts and how they work is vital.

For more information on automotive technology, visit CARS 
OnDemand training at www.cars-council.ca.
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Intelligence Behind the Wheel
FAG Hub and Wheel Bearings

5370 Wegman Drive • Valley City, OH 44280 
Phone  800 274 5001 • Fax  330 273 3522

www.replaceyourbearings.com

For more than 125 years, FAG premium-quality 

wheel end components have been the brand 

of choice for the world’s leading vehicle 

manufacturers. From tapered wheel bearings 

to fully-integrated hub units, our products 

set the standard for quality, durability and 

performance. 

Now, FAG offers a comprehensive wheel and 

hub program for the North American automotive 

aftermarket with the coverage you need and 

the quality your customers demand. 

Built to the same exacting standards as 

our original-equipment products, every FAG 

component is engineered to thrive under 

pressure, even under the harshest conditions. 

Visit www.replaceyourbearings.com for a 

complete application listing and detailed 

product specifications.

Smart Choice.

It all comes down to the wheel end. Smart 

technicians know this is no place to cut corners.

Now, you can offer your customers a complete, 

premium-quality hub and wheel bearing program 

with the performance and durability they demand. 

Our promise: one catalog, one call, comprehensive 

sales support and technical service anywhere in 

the U.S. 

For more information about the complete FAG 

brand product line or to inquire about becoming 

an authorized distributor, call 800.274.5001.
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Call TECHSPAN
Toll Free 1 800 363 1588 • Tel. (905) 820 6150 • Fax (905) 820 6142 • E-mail: sales@techspan.on.ca

DO YOU KNOW TERMINALS?

Top View

Funnel View

Top View

Flat View Flat View

Professional 76-Series
EXCEEDS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

(See pages 5-10 of the catalogue below)

Best Combination of
Superior Quality & Value

Look For This
Package At
Preferred
Jobber Stores
Across Canada!

Good Basic Connections
at Lowest Prices
Economy 56-Series

MEETS SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
(See pages 11-13 of the catalogue below)

SERRATED
BARREL FOR
STRONGER
PULL-OUT

FUNNEL ENTRY
FOR FASTER &
SAFER WIRE
INSERTION

THICKER BARREL
ALLOWS FOR BETTER
CONDUCTIVITY AND
PROLONGS THE LIFE
OF THE CONNECTION!

LONGER
INSULATION SKIRT
FOR SUPERIOR
INSULATION

LONGER
BARREL FOR
STRONGER
CRIMPS

SAFETY EARS
PROVIDE

A SURE-FIT
INSERTION

600 VOLT RATED

Techspan –
Your Single Source!

or visit
www.techspan.biz/ta/terminals

www.techspan.biz/ta

Most

Suppl
iers

Only O
ffer th

e

Econo
my Vers

ion!!

Techspan

HAS BOTH!!

105°C
Rating

75°C
Rating

Feature Benefit Professional Economy
Maximum Temperature Rating Better in hot engine compartments 105°C 75°C
Thicker Barrel Better conductivity & pull-out strength �

Longer Barrel Better conductivity. Easier to crimp (Faster install) �

Longer Tongue Better Electrical Contact �

Safety Ears ‘Sure-Fit’ Insertion �

Longer Skirt Better flex protection. Superior Insulation �

Serrated Barrels Superior wire pull-out �

Wider Funnel Entry Better, easier and faster wire insertion (less likely for wire strands to bend back) �

Now You Have a Choice! You Choose the Features You Need!

No
rth

Am
eri
ca
n

Ma
de Im

po
rte
d
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Marcor Automotive, A Leader in Performance Brake Systems
For over thirty years, Marcor Automotive has helped cars go 
faster and handle the curves better, but never overlooked 
the importance of bringing these vehicles to a stop quicker 
and safer than the factory designs allowed for. The brake 
component division of our business is now more popular 
than ever as every enthusiast knows the importance of 
brakes that stop straight and fast without fade or failure. 

Marcor carries a full brake lineup that includes our own 
Msport slotted and drilled rotors, Hawk brake pads with 

compounds for F1 through to F450 fleets, 
in-house manufactured Msport stainless 

flex lines (DOT approved) for any 
stock or custom application, Willwood 
complete brake upgrade kits or sepa-
rate components for the true enthu-

siast, Brembo replacement rotors and 
Brembo High Performance kits. 

Msport Rotors have tolerance levels of 
less than 0.003 runout, 0.002 flatness variance and are 
within 0.003 of parallel along with their slotting and cross-
drilling for cooling and out-gassing. All rotors are also 
zinc finished for longevity and looks. 

Hawk Brake Pads are the dominantly preferred pad 
in all forms of racing and have gained significant growth 
in high performance street vehicles and heavy duty fleet 
applications. Msport stainless steel flex-lines improve 
braking time by up to 20% by eliminating hose expansion 
and soft pedal feel. 

Willwood Brakes have been the standard in custom 

brake systems in 
every style of racing 
and vehicle custom-
izing for decades. 
From show bikes to 
Baja, drag racing to 
Daytona, Willwood 
have ready to go kits 
or 2, 4, and 6 piston 
calipers, rotors, hats 
and everything else 

needed for the ultimate in braking systems. 

Marcor has everything 
you need to make a dif-
ference in your custom-
er’s stopping ability and 
safety, and more impor-
tant, they have the staff 
and inventory to help 
make your job that much easier. Go fast, turn hard and stop 
in time…that’s what we help you do.

 
Contact a brake specialist sales rep today.
Marcor Automotive
516 Parkdale Avenue North 
Hamilton, ON L8H 5Y5
T: 1 800 263 8621 
www.marcor.ca

Twenty-Five Years of Quality Remanufacturing 

Canamotive is a Canadian owned and operated company 
that has developed a reputation for quality and reliability 
since its inception in 1984.

In 25 years, it has grown from a 2,000 square-foot 
facility to a 36,000 square-foot manufacturing plant in 
Woodbridge, Ont. with state-of-the-art equipment, highly 
trained employees, and an enviable fill rate of 98%.

“Our main focus is quality and superior customer ser-
vice,” says company president Paul Meleca.

The company’s attention to detail has won praise from 
industry leaders in the Canadian brake business. Over the 
last 25 years Canamotive has supplied calipers to such com-
panies as Auto Sense, Uni-Select, Midas Canada, Wagner, 
Raybestos, Bendix, and Atlas Auto Supply (Esso).

Not content to rest on its laurels, Canamotive added a 
new line to its mix in 1989 with the introduction of reman-
ufactured water pumps.

That year, and again in 1990, Canamotive was awarded 
the “Atlas Award of Excellence” by Atlas Auto Supply for 
outstanding service and superior quality.

In 1996, when Wagner Canada launched its loaded 
caliper program to the Canadian Automotive Aftermarket, 
Canamotive became the first rebuilder in Canada to 
remanufacture loaded calipers. Soon after, Canamotive was 
supplying both Wagner and Raybestos with loaded calipers 
until 1998, prompting the introduction of a Canamotive 
branded line of loaded caliper sets.

In 2002, Canamotive were the proud recipients of the 
inaugural Automotive Parts Distributors “Supplier of the 
Year Award.”

Dependable quality and exceptional fill rates have made 
Canamotive a prime supplier of choice for reman auto 
parts in the Canadian Automotive Aftermarket.

Canamotive Remanufacturing Inc. 
255 Regina Road 
Woodbridge, ON  L4L 8M3 
T: 1 888 730 8198 
www.canamotive.com
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  AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &  
  ACCESSORIES

Goodyear Engineered Products
www.goodyearep.com/aftermarket
www.goodyearbeltsandhose.com
The officially licensed belt of 
NASCAR. Gatorback, the quiet 

belt. You can never replace Goodyear quality.

NGK Spark Plugs Canada Limited
www.ngksparkplugs.ca
The World Leader in 
Spark Plugs, Oxygen 

Sensors and Ignition Wire Sets. 
Used by 87% of the World’s OE Manufacturers

S.B International Inc. 
www.sbintl.com
“We keep engines  
humming”

ZEX AC Compressors Division of Mister Starter
 

www.misterstarter.com
Remanufactured/New A/C compressors and 
Turbochargers/Superchargers for complete line 
of cars and trucks, DOMESTIC & IMPORTS. 
Custom Rebuilds also available for your needs. 

  COLLISION REPAIR 
Masters School of Autobody Management

www.masters-school.com
Masters offers a number of 

education programs and implementation 
follow-up programs designed to take 
bodyshops to the next level of success.

Automotive Internet Directory
Visit these companies directly at their web addresses or check out the growing list of Hot Links at www.autoserviceworld.com. 
To find out how your organization can be included in this directory and on the web, contact Brayden J C Ford 416-510-5206

  HAND CLEANERS
GOJO Industries, Inc.

www.automotive.gojo.com
GOJO is a leading manufacturer 
of skin care products and services 

for many marketing including automotive and 
manufacturing. GOJO continues to pursue a 
commitment of creating well-being through 
hand hygiene and healthy skin.

  LUBRICANTS & ADDITIVES
Empack/emzone Automotive Care & Maintenance

www.emzone.ca
The high performance emzone 
product line is specially 

formulated for your detailing and maintenance 
needs. For maintenance: Lubricants, Brake 
Cleaners, Degreasers, and Coatings. For 
detailing: Glass Cleaners, Carpet Foams, Tire 
Shines and Auto Fresh.

  REFRIGERANT
Duracool Refrigerants Inc.

www.duracool.com
Nationally Distributed by: 

Deepfreeze Refrigerants Inc. The Leaders 
in Hydrocarbon Refrigerant Technology 
Guaranteed In writing not to harm any Mobile 
A/C System You can feel the Difference that 
Quality Makes “Our Formula Never Changes”.

Empack / emzone Refrigerants
www.emzone.ca
Eco-friendly, non-ozone depleting 
and system safe. The emzone 
quality A/C Refrigerant product 

line includes stop leak, system conditioner, oil 
charge, UV dye leak detection, and dryer offering 
colder vent temperatures, improved system 
efficiency, lower head pressure and greater gas 
mileage. Ideal for cars, trucks, SUVs and tractors.

  EDUCATION AND TRAINING

CARS COUNCIL
www.cars-council.ca
Smarter hiring, better 
personnel assessment, 

and training accessible 24/7. We are the 
CARS Council, a not-for-profit organization, 
delivering tools developed by industry for 
industry. www.cars-council.ca

  TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

AIR LIQUIDE CANADA INC.
www.airliquide.ca
Your one-stop shop for 
all your industrial gases 

and welding supplies.

Genius Tools
www.geniustools.net
Genius Tools provides a 
complete line of hand tools, 
as well as power tools, tool 

storage, and other solutions for the toughest 
jobs in automotive and industrial markets. 
Premium quality at competitive prices.

Rotary Lift
www.rotarylift.com
World Leader in Lift  
Productivity

  WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS  
  & BUYING GROUPS

Automont Distributions Inc.
www.automont.com
Importer & Wholesale 
Distributor of German, 
Swedish and Asian Auto Parts.

Bestbuy Distributors Limited

www.bestbuyautoparts.ca
Independent buying group and warehouse 
distributor that allocates its profits to member 
shareholders and provides unbeatable value 
for Independent Jobbers.

The E.R.I. Group
www.theerigroup.com
Canada’s Premier Machine 
Shop Buying Group

Kerr Machine Shop Group Inc.

www.kerrmachineshopgroup.com
Buying group for machine shops and 
performance shops.

$899 Parts Store Software
•  Reliable. Users have run daily for 8 years 

without calling us for help.
•  Fast. Make invoices in seconds. 

1000s of charge statements in an hour.
•  Automatic. Updates inventory, charge 

accounts & core tracking.
•  Recall & reprint invoices from earlier 

today or any time up to 5 years ago.
• Use locally available hardware.
• Up to 37 user stations.
• There is nothing else you must buy.
• Optional Wrenchead cataloging.
• No contract to sign.
• Get our free video & demo disk.

Mib
Box 3367, Espanola, NM 87533 USA

505-293-8640
Serving you since 1977 with 

honesty & integrity.

Marketplace
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GOOD TO KNOW

Editorial
Comment

NEXT MONTH

O
ften, it is the bad news that travels, while the good news founders—or, at 
least, those who have good news hold it close to the vest. 

Outside the automotive world, it often looks like the only news is bad 
news. Recent conversations I have had prove that this is far from true.

For example, progress with the Right to Repair issue, while still far 
from a done deal, is encouraging. Getting the Right to Repair Bill before 

Parliament was no small feat, and everybody from industry and industry associations 
should be congratulated. Everyone who has played a role, whether large or small, 
can get some satisfaction from this success, and it is proof that putting energy into a 
worthy cause will yield results even if, in the midst of the struggle, that fact might not 
seem immediately apparent. 

I recently had the opportunity to speak with Stephen Krieger of Hamilton, Ont.,-
based Uni-Select member Barton Auto Parts. That company has gone through quite 
a few changes over the past few years, including taking on a strong import focus 
consistent with the local market, a move that necessitated some changes in long-
time suppliers. That must have been tough—from both a business and personal 
standpoint—but in speaking with Krieger this year, I found he was full of positive 
energy and optimism. It was good to hear.

Of course, possibly the best conversations I have with anyone in the aftermar-
ket are with the folks from British Columbia’s Lordco Auto Parts, most notably its 
owner Ed Coates. 

After 35 years of building a business, Coates still brims with the enthusiasm of a 
rookie on his first sales call. That made producing Lordco’s 35th Anniversary Special 
a pleasure to write, and from what I have heard so far, a pleasure to read. (If your 
copy has gone AWOL you can find it online at www.autoserviceworld.com.)

Beyond what was possible to fit on the printed page, I gained lessons about what you 
can accomplish if you focus on the task at hand, put customer service first, and build 
your own model for a business. In many ways, Lordco continues to be a unique success 
story, as strong a retail-wholesale model as you will find anywhere in North America.

It wasn’t always a foregone conclusion that it would work out that way, though. 
Coates, who remains the sole shareholder in the 92-store-strong business, picked 
about the worst time to buy out his partner, Roy Lord: the early 1980s. There were 
only a handful of stores back then but the firm owned them all, so he had to buy the 
business and its real estate, all in a very tough market with lending rates that were in 
the teens and higher. Ouch.

But ask him about that time today, and he just laughs about his timing in taking 
the reins. In fact, it gives him a perspective on dealing with this new market that is 
worthy of note. Coates knows that Lordco, like all successful companies, must change 
to grow. He has never been one to see barriers as insurmountable. To him, and others 
who are willing to work to be successful, opportunities can be found everywhere if you 
have an open mind. 

I love Coates’ freewheeling attitude. He combines a precise knowledge of the num-
bers that drive his business with acute powers of observation that he uses on his con-
stant travels. Probably most important is that he engenders this attitude and approach 
to everyone else in his business, and gives them the opportunity to succeed. 

It’s all good. 
For me, it is impossible to feel anything but optimistic about this industry, not only 

because larger economic shifts may play to its strong points, but because people like Ste-
phen Krieger and Ed Coates, and those who work with them, won’t have it any other way. 

Andrew Ross, Publisher and Editor

P.S. Unforeseen delays made it impossible to bring the Canadian Benchmarking 
Survey to you for this issue. Stay tuned!

Is Your Technology 
Up to Date? What you 
need to have, what 
you need to know, 
and what you might 
be missing.  And lots 
more, of course.
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A car care product.
© 2008 Honeywell International Inc. www.FRAM.comwww.FRAM.comFor more information, visit

ARM & HAMMER is a registered trademark of Church & Dwight Co. used herein under license.

* Road dust and pollen particles ranging in size from 5 to 100 microns, based on internal testing.

of road dust and pollen*!of road dust and pollen*!
98%98%
Filters up toFilters up to

CABIN AIR FILTER • FILTRE D’AIR D’HABITACLE

Baking SodaBaking Soda
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